
Weather

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Weather Cloud Water vapor Temperature

Snow Thermometer Rain gauge Sleet

1. ______________ - a tool meteorologists use to measure the amount of
rainfall

2. ______________ - a collection of water droplets and ice in the air that
appear as white structures in the sky

3. ______________ - water that is in the air in the form of a gas

4. ______________ - frozen rain

5. ______________ - water that freezes high in the air and falls as flakes

6. ______________ - the condition of the atmosphere at a specific time in a
specific place

7. ______________ - the degree of hotness of an object or the environment

8. ______________ - a tool that measures temperature
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Weather

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Weather Cloud Water vapor Temperature

Snow Thermometer Rain gauge Sleet

1. rain gauge - a tool meteorologists use to measure the amount of rainfall

2. cloud - a collection of water droplets and ice in the air that appear as
white structures in the sky

3. water vapor - water that is in the air in the form of a gas

4. sleet - frozen rain

5. snow - water that freezes high in the air and falls as flakes

6. weather - the condition of the atmosphere at a specific time in a specific
place

7. temperature - the degree of hotness of an object or the environment

8. thermometer - a tool that measures temperature
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